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PRUEBAS DE ACCESO AL CUERPO DE: 


INGENIEROS TECNICOS DE 


ARSENALES DE LA ARMADA 


EJERCICIO DE INGLES 


ACCESO LIBRE 




1. A long period when there is little or no rain: 

A Draught B Drought C Shortage O Dry 

2. 	To make the sound that a door sometimes makes when you open it or that a 
wooden floor sometimes makes when you step on it: 

A Swish B Creak C Crack O Bang 

3. Small, hard balls of ice that fall from the sky like rain: 

AHail B Wave C Gulp O Gust 

4. The thicker material at the end of a sleeve closest to the hand: 

ACalf B Cough e Cuff O Handcuffs 

5. The crime of killing somebody by accident, not deliberately: 

A Mugging B Manslaughter C Kidnapping O Murder 

6. To allow liquid or gas to get in or out through a small hole or crack: 

A Lake B Leek C Sip O Leak 

7. A set of stairs connecting one floor and the next in a building or other structure: 

A Stretch B Landing C Escalator O Fl ight 

8. 	 Someone or something that can be trusted or bel ieved because he, she, or 
it works or behaves well in the way you expect: 

A 	Reliable B Trusting C Self-confident O Safe 

9. Chickens, ducks and geese, kept for their meat or eggs: 

A Pottery B Turkey C Poultry D Goose 



1O. Knives, forks, and spoons used for eating food: 

A Crockery B Cutlery C Skimmer O Pottery 

11 .Keep your receipt as ............... . .... .. .. .......... of purchase. 

A proof B prove C approve O approval 

12. She varíes her workouts to avoid ............. ........... .. ..... ..... . 

A boredom B boring C bored O bore 

13................... ........... having plenty of money, she is very mean. 

A Although B However C Despite O Nevertheless 

14. My parents don't approve ........ . .... my smoking. 

A on B of C to O at 

15. The dessert consisted ................. ....... . fruit and cream. 

A on B in C with O of 

16.1 didn't do it .... ....... ............ ... purpose - it was an accident. 

A in B at e on O with 

17.1 would love to join you all for the party; ......... .. . ..... .. , 1am not free today. 

A otherwise B however C despite O although 

18. 1 always go to bed early, .. ..... ... ............. my sister goes to bed very late. 

A otherwise B whereas C however O although 



19............ . .... .. .. . .. ...... it was raining, 1 went for a walk. 

A Although B In spite of C Despite D Nevertheless 

20.Please, forgive me for ............. ....... .. you but would you mind ... ............ ... that 
last sentence? 

A 	 interrupting /to repeat B interrupt I to repeat 
e interrupt / repeating O interrupting / repeating 

21 . Lisa is travelling around Europe at the moment. So far she has travelled about 
1,000 miles. By the end of the trip, she ... .... .. .... .. ... more than 3,000 miles. 

A will be travelling B will have travelled 
e would have travelled D would travel 

22.1 bought a new jacket last week, but 1..... ......... ..... ... .. .... ........... it yet. 

A didn't wear B haven't wore C haven 't worn D didn' t worn 

23.1 distinctly remember. . .... ................ ......... .. him. 1gave him f2. 

A paying B to pay e paid O being paid 

24. When 1got home, Bill. ...... .......... .... on the sota, he .............. .... asleep and was 
snoring loudly. 

A lied I tell B was lying / had fallen 
e was laying / had fallen O had lied / was falling 

25. lt took her three months to get u sed to ............... ... up so early. 

A waking B wake e woke O woken 

26. Patrick asked me how to use the washing machine. He ... ........ .... ... it before, so 
he didn't know what to do. 

A 
C 

has never used 
had never been used 

B 
D 

had never used 
didn 't use 



27. The teacher insisted ..... ........ .................... to my parents. 

A in speaking B to speak e at speaking O on speaking 

28. Why couldn't you prevent your dog ...... ................... .......my steak? 

A to eat B from eating e of eating D to eating 

29.1 am looking forward .... ....................my relatives for the first time this summer. 

A of seeing B to see e to seeing O about to see 

30. Have you ever been accused ... ................................... a crime? 

A of committing B with commit C to commit O with committing 

31. My mother warned us .... ............. ........ the plug, because we might get hurt. 

A not touching B not to touch e to not touch O don 't touch 

32.An application form will .... ......... .......... ...in as soon as possible. 

A have filled B ought to be filled e have to be filled D have been filling 

33. Have you ................... ...... what to do? 

A be shown B been shown e been showing o being shown 

34. "Where 's the camera?" "lf it's not in the cupboard , Ken .................. it. He said 
he was going to take sorne photos of the city centre today. 

A should be using B can 't be using C must have used O must be using 

35. "Where's Sam?" ''l'm not sure. He .............................. ............... lunch". 

A must be having B should have C might be having D can 't be having 



36.A man was injured in the accident, but he .................. ... to hospital because it 
wasn 't serious. 

A must have gone B didn't have to go C needed to go D should have gone 

37. lf she.............. ....................him so much she wouldn't have waited for him for 
fifteen years. 

A would have loved B hadn't loved e loved O doesn 't love 

38. Jason . .. ... .... ..... the wedding ..... .. .. .... beca use he wasn't in love with his 
fiancé. 

A called .... off B took .... off e broke ... . down D dropped out 

39. To be in a situations where you have to choose between two things, both of which 
are unpleasant: 

A Between a sword and a wall B between a spade and a wall 
C Between a rock and a hard place O Under the weather 

40. We've been at the office since 8 - l'm exhausted - shall we call ita day? 

A Stop doing something B Get tired of something 
C Keep working on something D Take a break 

41. He invited me to the opera, but it's not really my ..... .... ... ............ . 

A cup of tea B cup of coffee e piece of cake D drop in the ocean 

42. However, experience has shown that Europeans use that station once in a blue 
moon. 

A Every Christmas B Very rarely C Twice a year D Very often 

43................ ...... ... people ali over the world are working longer hours. We also 
have more leisure time than ever before. 

A However B Although C Despite D In general 



44. The British watch more TV than any other nation in Europe, but they read more 
too. The ... ................... . majority, eighty-five per cent, read newspapers, and 
54% regularly read books. 

A vast B huge e massive D wide 

45. Two thirds of modern European women work full-time, but they still do the main 
...... .......of the housework too. 

A cut B portian e part D piece 

46. More than half of young people in the UK have a fulltime job ...................... the 
age of 19. 

A with B up to e by D under 

47.The woman, who has been missing for 10 days, is believed . ....... .......... . . 


A to be abducted B to be abducting 
e to have been abducted D to have been abducting 

48. She was working on her computer with her baby next to ...................... . 

A her B herown e hers D herself 

49................... ......... to offend anyone, she said both cakes were equally good. 

A Not wanting B As not wanting C She didn 't want D Because not wanting 

50..... ....... . ..... . in trying to solve this problem. lt's clearly unsolvable. 

A Irs no point B There's no point C There isn 't point D lt's no need 



EXTRA QUESTIONS: 


51 .He ...................robbed as he was walking out of the bank. 


A 	had 8 did e got O were 

52. lt 	..........................the best idea to pay for those tickets by credit card . lt was 
too risky. 

A may not have been B may not be 
e might not be O must not have been 

53. lf success ................ ...... .. .. , we need to prepare ourselves for every possible 
scenario. 

A 
e 

is to be achieved 
will be achieved 

B is achieved 
O is due to achieve 


